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There are many options for finding ways to get the services that you need or for finding work today. 
You are likely to find that in order to attract the customers you want to work with you need to
accurately create a profile.  Whether you are working on a tutors profile or a cleaners profile you
need to give accurate and detailed information.

Creating a tutors profile will first begin with a list of the services that you offer.  Within each category
you should list the services that you provide.  A tutors profile will need to specifically state the level
of proficiency that you currently have.  You want to be sure that the customer reading your tutors
profile understands precisely what you have to offer.

A cleaners profile needs to be just as detailed.  For example if you offer full services for house
cleaning you want to list the services that you will perform.  Your understanding of full services could
be very different that the person who may be seeking your services and reading your cleaners
profile.

The important thing to remember when creating a tutor profile or a cleaners profile is to be precise. 
You want to clearly spell out the services so that there is absolutely no question regarding what you
are offering.  For the tutors profile or for the cleaners profile, you will also need to clearly state the
price you are charging for the services.  If you charge an hourly rate, make sure this is very clear.  If
you charge per job performed, then make sure there is a very clear statement of this as well.

Of course there are going to be very distinct differences between a tutors profile and a cleaners
profile.  However they also will have many similarities.  The type of services and products you are
offering will spell out the distinct difference of course.  Beyond that the profiles should be very clear
and distinct to avoid conflicts with any contracts that you might acquire.

There are a variety of choices for creating a tutors profile or a cleaners profile.  Many different sites
offer a person the ability to post information and advertise their services.  ProfileTree however offers
this service free of charge for anyone who has services to offer or that might be looking for services.
 Using this platform can allow customers and organizations to come together and create an
agreement which provides work for the organization and accomplishes the task of the customer as
well.
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Whether you are searching for local supplies of products or services or need something done
quickly, you will find it can be very frustrating to search online.  Many of the smaller organizations
may advertise online but do not have their own websites, making it very difficult for a person to gain
the needed information.  At ProfileTree, a free service is available for people who are looking for
services as well as those who are offering services.  By creating a central location for people to
come together and fill their needs, ProfileTree can help businesses expand and grow while helping
consumers find whatever it is that they need such as tutors profile.  Visit today at
www.ProfileTree.com for more information and to get your free account.
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